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Being the recipient of the 2019 Sir Stanley Wells Shakespeare Studentship allowed me to have
access to a rich new set of resources for an extended period, and to work in the Shakespeare Birthplace
Trust’s archives alongside colleagues doing thought-provoking research. The length of the fellowship
made it possible for me to make significant progress on my dissertation, with the aid of resources that are
only available in Stratford. My research focuses on last words in the Early Modern period, and
specifically on “last words” as a site for forging, or strengthening, ethical connections that persist beyond
departure or death. The Trust’s rich holdings in Shakespeare performance history, as well as its
comprehensive collections related to Stratford’s local history, allowed me to think about last words as
delivered on the stage—and their changing emphasis or valence over time—as well as about the legal,
social, and economic context in which Shakespeare constructed his own last words (his will, and less
formally, his later plays), as well as the context in which the drama of the Early Modern period was
written and produced.
Among the many materials that are held by the Trust, their holdings in wills written, witnessed,
and executed by women made it possible for me to define the work in my dissertation that pertains to last
words delivered at deathbeds as a rich space for exploration. The ways in which women specifically were
allowed to participate in the work of death (including their own) in Early Modern England was often
restricted, though the moment of death often created possibility by loosening social and cultural strictures
and by placing significant value in the words spoken before death by all people, women as well as men.
The Trust’s robust holdings in performance history, and particularly their recordings of most Royal
Shakespeare Company productions since the mid- to late 1980s, allowed me to think more concretely
about last words delivered on stage, and particularly about their relationship to the action of a play: when
a play has an epilogue, do the play’s “last words” come at the end of that epilogue, or before it? While
RSC directors have imagined the staging of these words differently throughout the last three decades,
similarities among the productions underscore the commonalities of the theater-directing and theatergoing experiences in our contemporary moment, and encouraged me to consider the particularities of
these same experiences in the Early Modern period.
Finally, the Trust’s holdings in Shakespeareana from Stratford (which include materials as varied
as church fete pamphlets, personal journals, and playbills) encouraged me to think about communities of
reception and interpretation, and particularly about our historical efforts to recover, shore up, and gather
Shakespearean fragments in an attempt to form a fuller picture of both Shakespeare the playwright and
Shakespeare the man. While this line of questioning certainly has a sentimental streak, it raises important
intellectual questions about what it means for us to contend with the finitude of Shakespeare—with his
own “last words,” and with the absence of biographical information to accompany them—-and of the
work we do to understand ourselves as scholars in relationship to Shakespeare’s two decades of intense
creativity, about which we ultimately know much less than we would like.
For me, one of the greatest privileges of the Studentship was the opportunity to work alongside
the two other Studentship recipients from 2019. Liam Daley and Natalie McGartland were perceptive,
generous, and enthusiastic colleagues, and I enjoyed the opportunity to learn about the work Natalie was
doing on the Shakespeare Head Press and to discuss Liam’s work on Shakespeare’s histories. The fact
that there is some overlap in Liam’s and my research interests allowed us to work together in the archives

from time to time, practicing our paleography and discussing our ideas, and this experience of
collaborative scholarship gave me a renewed sense of the value of belonging to a community of
researchers. As the archives’ bustling activity made obvious, this community includes academics, amateur
historians, genealogists, avid readers, curators, theater-goers, and performers. The guidance of Paul
Edmondson and Sir Stanley Wells provided an invaluable frame for much of the work I conducted at the
SBT, and the support of Catherine Fannin-Peel broadened my scholarly experience in Stratford: the other
Studentship recipients and I visited all of the SBT sites, including the beautiful sculpture garden at New
Place, and were able to attend a number of RSC plays, which made the summer in Stratford not only
academically fulfilling but deeply enjoyable.
The support I received from the curators and librarians at the SBT was also invaluable, and I
would recommend that all recipients of the studentship in the future begin their time with an in-depth
meeting with an archival expert; it may even be desirable for recipients to be in touch with a curator prior
to arrival, as three weeks go by more quickly than expected. Another suggestion I would make would be
to ensure that researchers are also aware of the resources of the Shakespeare Institute, which Paul
Edmondson highlighted to us toward the end of our time in Stratford: while the Institute’s holdings in
Stratford are not extensive, they complement the SBT’s holdings in interesting ways, and the opening
times of the two archives make it possible to visit the Institute when the SBT archives are closed (though
the holdings at the SBT are certainly rich enough that one can spend three weeks there exclusively). The
meetings we had with Paul Edmondson, Sir Stanley Wells, and other scholars working at the Trust were
intellectually generative and incredibly helpful, and I know future recipients of the Studentship would
benefit from continuing (or even expanding) this practice. Finally, I think there is much to be learned
from the Trust in terms of its public-facing academic work: the Research Conversations that take place
monthly at the SBT, its work with students of all ages, and the explicit efforts it makes to open its doors
to interested members of the public who are not scholars are an example to other institutions. Future
recipients of the Studentship who work in other academic and research settings may benefit from learning
about this specifically.
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Blog 1: “My Ending is Despair: The Tempest, Last Words, and Shakespearean Endings”
Prospero is a man of last words. The Tempest contains not one, but three sets of valedictions or
acknowledgments of an ending: first, in Act IV, Scene I, when the masque is concluded and Prospero
reminds Miranda and Ferdinand of the “insubstantial pageant” of all earthly life; then, in Act V, Scene I,
when Prospero claims he will “drown [his] book” and “abjure” his “rough magic,” marking the end of life
on the island with all its supernatural trappings; and finally, at the conclusion of the play’s action, as
Prospero begs the audience’s indulgence and requests their applause, hoping the “gentle breath” of the
spectators might “fill” his sails and “set [him] free.” The Shakespeare Birthplace Trust’s rich collections
related to RSC productions of The Tempest, which include not only promotional materials and
promptbooks dating back to the early 20th century but also recordings of all RSC productions since 1982,
make it possible to explore how directors have imagined Prospero and his triad of “last word”
interjections, and to ask how our modern understanding of the endings of plays relates to that of audiences
in the Early Modern period.
The Tempest has a curious “last words” status in Shakespeare’s oeuvre, not only because of its
protagonist’s insistence on endings but because the play was Shakespeare’s last. It is also true, however,
that the play appears first in the 1623 Folio, making the words of The Tempest the first of Shakespeare’s
collected works in a material sense, but the last historically and chronologically. As Margreta de Grazia
reminds us, the Folio is steeped in both the end of Shakespeare’s literal corpus, as Heminges and Condell,
Jonson, and others lament his death in the prefatory materials, but also marks a new beginning for
Shakespeare’s literary corpus. This circularity reflects the status of last words in the play itself: Prospero
admits he is “vexed” and “troubled,” his “old brain” beset by “weakness” and “infirmity” (IV.i.158-60)
just before he launches the swelling action of the play’s conclusion. Most modern productions have
imagined this as a vulnerable, melancholy moment: Derek Jacobi’s 1982 Prospero delivers the end of this
speech in the barest whisper, and Patrick Stewart’s—from the 2006 Rupert Goold production that
reimagined the play’s setting as an arctic wasteland—seems so at the mercy of his own aged fragility that
Miranda approaches him and touches him lovingly, as if to support him both emotionally and physically.
This moment soon gives way to the beginning of The Tempest’s denouement, however, and in the scene
itself it seems to give way to a representation of the life and work of the next generation, as most
productions have Ferdinand and Miranda walk off the stage together as Prospero finishes speaking.
Prospero’s promise to “break his staff” in V.i. is also ambiguous. Prospero declares an ending:
“this rough magic / I here abjure,” he says, before qualifying this rejection with the temporal condition
that “when [he has] required / Some heavenly music,” then it will be time to forgo his powers (V.i.50-52,
emphases mine). Prospero says he will conjure the music “even now,” and most productions have him
break his staff at the end of his speech; in Adrian Noble’s 1998 production, in which Prospero often
directs the action on the stage with his arms outstretched toward the other actors, during the “rough
magic” speech the curtains of the stage itself are imagined as the robes with which Prospero has clothed
himself while on the island. As the speech ends, the curtains are drawn upward and Prospero falls to his
knees, clearly stripped of power. While Prospero may be stripped of magic after this moment, however,
what follows reveals that this may not be quite the full abjuration of power that Prospero describes. He
has ensured his retention of the upper hand by the events he has already set in motion: the others continue
“amazedly following” him, as the stage direction describes it, until the end of the play. What’s more,

Prospero continues to keep the agent of his magic, Ariel, in thrall until the penultimate line of the play, in
which he is finally ordered to “be free” (V.i.319). This farewell between Prospero and Ariel is most often
imagined as a wistful parting, but the controversial ending of Sam Mendes’ 1993 production—in which
Ariel spits at Prospero in hatred and contempt as he is finally released—reminds us of the possibility that
Ariel has been the source of Prospero’s power all along, entrapped and not released until the end, despite
Prospero’s protestations of an end to his reliance on his “potent art” earlier in the action (V.i.50).
The final valediction of the play retains this powerful sense of uncertainty—of an ending that
may be delayed, or may even beget a new beginning—as Prospero asks to be “relieved by prayer” and set
free, given that he has definitively lost “spirits to enforce [or] art to enchant,” by the end of the play’s
timeline. While all productions of The Tempest for which the Shakespeare Birthplace Trust holds a
recording imagine this epilogue as delivered by a lone actor, usually lit by a single spotlight, the actor’s
solitary presence does not mask that in modern directorial imagination, this actor is still Prospero, still the
character rather than the professional who brings the character to life. In this sense the epilogue truly
becomes the “last words” not only of The Tempest but of its protagonist, a speech anchored to the
enchanted isle and to the lives of its inhabitants. As Tiffany Stern has demonstrated, epilogues in the
Early Modern period (along with prologues, songs, and related texts) often existed in detachment from the
plays which they accompanied, and could “travel” between productions with very different narratives.
While there are elements that recall Prospero in The Tempest’s epilogue, or Kate in The Taming of the
Shrew’s, in Early Modern England these and other epilogues would primarily mark not the ending of a
plot but rather the transition from the play into everyday life. They might, in fact, be followed by further
performance or revelry on the stage itself. Our modern sense of Prospero’s epilogue, which imagines it as
the final words of a character before the lights in the theater go down, may obscure the fact that words
that pretend to finality nonetheless encode a sense of beginning, as we are invited to exit the world of the
play and remember the actor who plays Prospero, to recognize him and claim him as one of our own, and
to experience the world of the play as fading into ours.
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The holdings of the Shakespeare Birthplace Trust’s archives are in large part related to our
collective attempts to negotiate our proximity to Shakespeare, or the fact that we are troubled by our lack
thereof. From the signatures preserved in the Holy Trinity Church’s visitors’ books to the papers and
letters related to the history of the Shakespeare Hotel in Stratford, the archives showcase our often
sentimental efforts to establish a connection with a playwright whose words we can encounter in an
almost quotidian manner, but whose life and biography remain nebulously sketched out of only a few
certain reference points. While Shakespeare is not the only eminent author for whom this gap exists, when
it comes to his biography we seem perennially “haunted by a sense of loss and a concomitant desire to fill
the gaps,” as Brian Cummings has put it. Stratford remains a geographic and emotional locus for this
desire, with the excavation of Shakespeare’s New Place, and the existing site at which visitors can walk
the empty space that previously housed one of Shakespeare’s homes, standing as testaments to the
extraordinary scholarly and imaginative labor that continues to take place as we attempt to recover more
of Shakespeare.
Among the archive’s 19th-century materials are two unassuming notebooks owned by William
Butcher, Clerk to the Guild Chapel in Stratford for 38 years during the 19th century. In them he has
copied the chapter of William Dugdale’s 1656 Antiquities of Warwickshire that pertains to Stratford,
excerpts from the Diary of the Reverend John Wood, Vicar of Stratford (published by Colbourn in
London of 1839), and several passages relating to Shakespeare from other books, periodicals and
newspapers. The notebooks as they survive appear to have had a group of pages removed, suggesting

Butcher’s interest in preserving them as repositories of writing related to Shakespeare alone: he calls them
“Scraps, Anecdotes &c.”
Little in the notebooks is original—Butcher makes only a few annotations, such as when he
clarifies that the “Mrs. Queeney” named in John Wood’s diary is “Probably Shakespeares daughter Judith
who lived to be seventy seven years of age”—but the books emerge as material witnesses of the
engagement of a 19th-century learned amateur with the history and legacy of Shakespeare. Butcher read
the Cheltenham Chronicle, Dickens’ Daily News, The Builder, The Go-a-Head Journal, and The Mirror
(the first long-lived cheap periodical, issued as both The Mirror of Literature and The Mirror of
Literature, Amusement, and Instruction between 1822 and 1847). From them he drew poems, jokes and
“riddles” (such as the one pictured below), Shakespeare criticism, and news items related to Shakespeare
and Stratford.
Butcher seems to have had some interest in humorous material; he records a lengthy quotation
from The Go-a-Head Journal about “Shakespeare’s debut in the Ballett,” which describes Shakespeare as
“an extraordinary magician” whose “solos on the opheclide whilst in the Globe Theater were much
admired.” Consider this jocular quotation and “The very worst Riddle ever made” alongside some of the
notebook’s other texts, however: a hopeful story from Douglas Jerrold’s Weekly Newspaper about
encountering “Shakespeare’s descendants” in a pub; news printed in The Builder that “a Picture, which is
believed by some, well qualified to Judge, to be a contemporary portrait of the great bard, has come into
the possession of the excellent Bishop of Ely”; a record of the sale of “Shakespeare’s” copy of Florio’s
translation of Montaigne’s Essays in 1838. What becomes visible are Butcher’s efforts to collect and
shore up what fragments of Shakespeare he can find. The organizing principle seems to be a desire to
further an understanding of Shakespeare through the relics that remain available in Butcher’s 19thcentury moment, and through the imaginative efforts of his contemporaries. The notebook communicates
a palpable anxiety that collective efforts at preservation of Shakespeare’s legacy may flounder or, worse,
that would-be preservers will discover that there is little to preserve.
I understand Butcher’s Shakespearean commonplacing in this more serious light partly because
he is collecting at a moment in which Shakespeare seems in danger of vanishing, in two distinct and
related ways. The first is captured by a piece from The Man in the Moon in 1846, which Butcher records
in its entirety:
Shakespeare packing up his goods
Shakespeare: I had been happy if the General Thumb
Barnum, and all, had bought up the old house
In which I ne’er was born. But now for ever
Farewell the pencilled walls, Farewell the prints
Farewell the well thumb’d book and all the names
That made its pages precious. Oh Farewell
And oh, you silver shillings, whose bright face
Our blessed Queen’s fair portrait counterfeits
Farewell, Poor Shakespeare’s sole support is gone.
The imagined monologue references American entertainer P.T. Barnum’s attempts to purchase and
dismantle Shakespeare’s birthplace before rebuilding it in America. While efforts had been underway to
purchase the property since 1835, Barnum’s rumored plans increased the urgency of a fundraising

campaign to secure the house in Stratford for the British public. Charles Dickens, whose Daily News
Butcher also read, played a key role in galvanizing this effort; even The Man in the Moon, a periodical
advertised as concerned only with “general amusement,” captures the impending sense of loss brought on
by Barnum’s announcement: “Farewell the pencilled walls, Farewell the prints / Farewell the well
thumb’d book and all the names / That made its pages precious.” The tongue-in-cheek echo of “General
Thumb” in “well thumb’d” and in the irreverent portrayal of the house as a money-making enterprise
cannot obscure the seemingly genuine pathos of the “farewells.”
The poem’s reference to the house in which Shakespeare “ne’er was born” illuminates the other
kind of “vanishing” to which Shakespeare is subject at this moment in the 19th century. What belongs to
him must be preserved, lest it be spirited away to an American circus; equally pressing, however, is the
fact that it is difficult to ascertain what objects, materials, or places may have a genuine relationship to
Shakespeare in the first place (as the accounts of the Montaigne book and the Ely portrait in Butcher’s
book attest). And Butcher’s contemporaries may have had another worry: voracious efforts throughout the
late 18th and 19th centuries to make a “great Shakespeare find” that could elucidate something about the
playwright and contribute to the growing appetite for a densely populated Shakespeare biography were
not yielding significant results. Brian Cummings recounts the story of James Halliwell-Phillipps forcing
workers to sift through the garbage at the bottom of a Stratford well four times in 1889 before he would
allow the garbage to be discarded; two decades later, Charles William Wallace and his wife would spend
ten years “dredging through the Public Record Office in Chancery Lane in search of the holy grail,”
eventually making the single “disappointing” find of Shakespeare’s deposition from the Belott-Mountjoy
dispute.
While Halliwell-Philipps’ and the Wallaces’ efforts confirmed the suspicion that any surviving
material was likely to be sparse, in the 1840s Butcher is commonplacing at a moment in which this search
for Shakespeare was still fueled by energy and hope, despite early evidence that it would not amount to
much. Through his efforts to draw relevant materials from any publication, we are given a glimpse into
the enthusiasm for Shakespeare of this 19th-century moment. The fact that Butcher’s notebook is filled
with light-hearted writing from periodicals may be particularly valuable for two reasons. First, because it
contributes to our sense of a popular cultural history of Shakespeare. Secondly, because it paints a picture
of a man searching for Shakespeare in unlikely places, showcasing a 19th-century hunger for connection
with Shakespeare that invites us to interrogate our own.
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